Comparison of bias-reducing methods for estimating the parameter in dilution series Strijbosch, L.W.G.; Does, R.J.M.M. ABSTRACT Ten different estimators of the parameter i n a limiting or serial dilution assay are compared. Eight of them are constructed to reduce the bias of the commonly used maximum likelihood estimator. Extensive Monte Carlo experiments using various designs, suggest that a particular jackknife version of the maximum likelihood estimator is preferred, provided that the design is not too small.
INTRODUCTION
Limiting and Serisl Dilution Assays (LDA and SDA) are widely used in many areas, including public hygiene, bacteriology, biology and immunology; see Taswell (198~) . In general these assays are primarily intended to estimate the relative frequency of a welldefined cell in a population of cells or the average number of organisms per unit volume of solution. In both LDA and SDA this 2 parameter is commonly estimated by using the "single-hit Poisson model" with quantal data yielded by samples taken from different dilutions. The assumptions underlying this model are well-known (see Finney (19~8) , Taswell (1981)) and will be described briefly, using the terminolology of LDA. A test preparation contains numerous cells of which an unknown proportion~has a certain property, for example immuno-competency. From this test preparation, m different dilutions are prepared. Then, from dilution j, n. J replicate cultures are taken. The number of cells in the k-th replicate culture of dilution j is a Poisson distributed variable with mean xj. A fraction yr of these cells has the intended property. A further assumption is that a positive response is obtained for a replicate culture, if and only if at least one cell of the specific type is present.
Statisticians can contribute to the execution of a LDA or a SDA in at least two ways. They can help the experimenter to con-Struct an experimental design which will take advantage oF existing a priori information. This hopefully precludes experimentation yielding useless data, and it enables adjusting the precision oF an estimator. Furthermore they can advise on the statistical techniques to be used. In many applications of dilution analysis, the assays are very expensive and time consuming, while in some circumstances they are not repeatable either. In these cases it is of vital interest to carefully chose an experimental design snd a statistical estimator minimizing bias and standard error. Recent research has been done on design problems (Loyer (1981 ), Taswell (1987 The most interesting statistical estimators for which comparisons are made in the various studies mentioned before, will be compared in this study, namely the minimum chi-square method (MC), the maximum likelihood method (ML) (see Taswell (1981) (1978) , and three bootstrap versions (Br,Bc, and Be) of the ML estimator. In the next Section these estimators will be described briefly.~.
STATISTICAL METifODS

Notation
In Section 2 we introduced the following notation: m where Yjk are independent Bernoulli distributed variables, with PlYjk-0) -1-P(Yjk-1) -exp(-~oxj). A negative respons for a replicate culture is thus denoted by zero.
The Maximum Likelihood Method
From (1) it follows that the logarithm of the likelihood function L(p~) is given by
The ML estimator (pML) is the value of~that maximizes (2) 
The jackknife estimator TN deFined by
reduces the bias in many cases (see EFron (1982)). In our case, the pseudo-values in (3) can be obtained in three different ways. When nj-n the biometrical model (1) is a matrix with columns that are independent, identically distributed (iid) random vectors. As jackknife estimates are in general determined from iid variables, the natural way to jackknife is to drop one column from (1) 
term. The following two alternae-~MLxj (1-e-~MLxI)
The second order derivatives i n the right-hand side of ( 10) are evaluated at u, defined by u-E(Q The simulation program has been written in PASCAL and uses the NAG (Fortran) subroutines G05DZF and G05DYF for the generation of the Bernoulli variables {Yjk} and the bootstrap samples, respectively. The structure of the program will be described briefly for the case d-2. For each of the 19 values of~, a matrix {Yjk}. j-1....,4; k-1,...,18 is generated 1,000 times. These numbers are used twice : one time for n-18 and one time for either n-6 or n-12. This concession has been made in order to curtail the required CPU-time. Depending on the value of n, the numbers rj are determined by rj-n-~yjk, where k-1,...,6 for n-6, k-7,...,18 for n-12 and k-1,...,18 for n-18. Thus 1,000 datasets (x r,n), j' j j-1,...,4 result for each combination of 9~and n. For each dataset the program calculates, if possible, the weighted-mean estimate~0 (see Taswell (1981) ). When all rj-0 or n, this estimate cannot be determined. In that case 9~0-(~l.go2)~2 has been taken. p0 served as an initial estimate for the iterative determination of 9~.M L ML served as an initial estimate for the determination of g~, the 
